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Pacific Northwest setting:  Water
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Major City Site Competition 

“…the downtown 
Portland area…

…a natural wharf…

…access to the 
primary agricultural 
area of the state at 
the time.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portland Competition�Within the Portland Metropolitan area, a number of town sites competed to be the major city of the region. Portland was one of them. St. Johns, Vancouver, Milwaukie, and the Oregon City/West Linn City area were others. The big debate was how far could ocean-going vessels travel year-round without having to cross sandbars. Milwaukie proponents argued that you can get all the way to Milwaukie. Portland said, "No, you can't get around Ross Island." St. Johns said, "You can't get around Swan Island." Portland won the struggle for a couple of reasons. First - The downtown Portland area was the best  place where there was a natural wharf. Second, Portland built the Great Plank Road, what we call Canyon Road, which provided access out to the Tualatin Valley. This valley was the primary agricultural area of the state at the time. 
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Topography
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Topography 
This map shows the general topography  - the Tualatin Mountains and Mt. Tabor and then the other buttes in southeast and northeast. You can also see here where the Banfield is - Sullivan's Gulch.  It was created when one of the ice dams broke during the glacial age. Water poured down through here and made created this channel. Since then it has been a convenient place to put a lot of transportation. The other thing you can see from this map is that downtown Portland did have a firm bank - everywhere else, on the east side for instance, where the Central Eastside industrial area is today, was all marsh land and then if you go South from there it's all up on bluffs.
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Township survey 1852
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First Survey 
This map is a copy of an 1852 map survey of the area and shows that the earliest development of downtown Portland as a grid. You can see that the grid is set up so that it is perpendicular to and parallel to the river. That's important. The city founders don't care about true north and true south. What is significant is the river. That's how they get in and out. You can see that most of the major roads that we have today were Indian trails. There was a trail out Sandy Blvd., and Cully Blvd., others on Powell, Foster Road, Milwaukie, MLK, and Canyon Road. 
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Birdseye view of city’s grid
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1860’s Front Avenue
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1860's Front Avenue 
This is downtown Portland in the early 1860's. This is Front Avenue and looking south. You can see shops and businesses are on the ground floor with offices and residences above. People needed the sidewalks. They very clearly didn't need the street area for moving around. You can see that they just piled all kinds of junk in the street because the street wasn't very important. This is one of the reasons that Portland was called a stump town. That is, we had not taken the tree stumps out of our streets yet. 
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Clinton Kelly Homestead, c. 1900

(near SE 26th & Powell Blvd)
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Kelly Homestead 
People didn't need to move around a lot. This is a photograph from the early 20th century of a farm on the Clinton Kelly Homestead - out by Cleveland High School. The road is Powell Blvd. 
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